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Abstract
In this paper we study the structural properties of matrices coming from high-pre-
cision Finite Dierence (FD) formulae, when discretizing elliptic (or semielliptic) dif-
ferential operators La; u of the form
ÿk d
k
dxk
ax d
k
dxk
ux
  
:
Strong relationships with Toeplitz structures and Linear Positive Operators (LPO) are
highlighted. These results allow one to give a detailed analysis of the eigenvalues lo-
calisation/distribution of the arising matrices. The obtained spectral analysis is then
used to define optimal Toeplitz preconditioners in a very compact and natural way and,
in addition, to prove Szego-like and Widom-like ergodic theorems for the spectra of the
related preconditioned matrices. A wide numerical experimentation, confirming the
theoretical results, is also reported. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper concerns the main properties of matrices coming from a large
class of Finite Dierence (FD) discretizations of template problems of the form
ÿk d
k
dxk
ax d
k
dxk
ux
  
 f x on X  0; 1;
Dirichlet B:C: on oX:
8><>: 1
We have focused our attention on 1D problems even though the same analysis
can be also carried out in a very similar way in the multidimensional case as
well (see Section 7).
Recently this matter was considered by Tilli [44] and Serra Capizzano [30],
by looking at the problem from two dierent points of view. The Tilli approach
is in the style of the Szego results [17] and mainly concentrates on the as-
ymptotic estimates and ergodic theorems regarding eigen/singular values of a
large class of matrices that the author calls ‘‘Locally Toeplitz’’ matrices, which
contain Toeplitz structures and FD matrices as proper subsets.
The Serra Capizzano approach concerns with an in depth analysis (not
only asymptotic, but for any fixed dimension) of the localization of the
spectra of FD matrices, Toeplitz-based preconditioners and especially of the
related preconditioned matrices. In eect, the second approach gives infor-
mation on the ‘‘relative distribution’’ of preconditioned matrices, while the
first applies to the ‘‘real distribution’’ of the original matrices (FD matrices,
Toeplitz, etc.).
Due to applicative interest, here we follow and generalize this second point
of view by showing relationships with the theory of linear positive operators
(LPOs) [20]. In fact, such relationships are very welcome when considering
recent results [38] which indicate that many dierent problems from applied
and numerical mathematics can be treated in a uniform way when LPOs are
encountered.
Therefore, for any fixed k, we look for high-precision FD formulae by
formalising the problem in terms of the solution of special Vandermonde-like
systems (see also [23]). In such a way, by setting the mesh size h  n 1ÿ1,
the discrete approximation of the template problem (1) gives rise to an n n
linear system whose coecient matrix is constructed by using two sets of
values: the solution of a Vandermonde-like linear system and a proper set of
equispaced samplings of the function ax. When ax  1, the resulting
matrices enjoy the Toeplitz structure; otherwise these matrices are simply
banded.
In addition, when ax > 0 and when the ‘‘weak formulation’’ of the
problem (1) is considered, it is well known that the resulting bilinear functional
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is self-adjoint and coercive [8]. We would like to find again these important
structural properties in the discrete approximation.
In the case of an abstract Faedo–Galerkin approach (Finite Elements, etc.)
the symmetry and the coerciveness are directly inherited from the resulting
finite dimensional bilinear forms, so that the obtained matrices are symmetric
and positive definite.
In the FD case the situation is quite dierent. In general the matrices dis-
cretizing the template problem are not symmetric. Moreover, by imposing
symmetry, the structure arising in the case ax  1 is symmetric and Toeplitz,
but its positive definiteness is actually not guaranteed (we can exhibit FD
formulae approximating the operator ÿd2=dx2, which are related to Toeplitz
matrices with ‘‘big’’ negative eigenvalues (see Section 3.1)).
This fact is connected to an interesting representation theorem proved in
Section 3: if a symmetric FD formula approximates the operator ÿkd2k=dx2k
with a precision order mP 1, then the resulting Toeplitz matrix sequence admits
a generating function gx such that gx ÿ x2k  xm2k (for the notion of  see
Definition 3.1) in any small neighbourhood of x  0. Therefore gx must be
nonnegative (not identically zero) in a neighbourhood of zero, but not neces-
sarily everywhere.
Since we are interested in computation and since we want to use the pow-
erful preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) methods or multigrid methods,
we would like to deal with symmetric and positive definite matrices discretizing
problems (1). More specifically, we follow a natural approach for the discret-
ization of the operator appearing in (1): since it can be looked at as the
composition of two derivatives of order k, we leave the operator in ‘‘divergence
form’’ and we discretize the inner and outer derivatives separately. In fact, if
the operator in (1) is represented as
ÿk
Xk
j0
k
j
 
dj
dxj
ax d
2kÿj
dx2kÿj
ux
then the resulting FD discretizations lead to inherently nonsymmetric matrices,
while the previous choice can preserve the symmetry and the positive defi-
niteness.
In particular, these structural properties are guaranteed when the inner and
the outer derivatives are discretized through a conjugated pair of FD formulae
(see Definition 2.1) and the coecient function ax is positive. For this reason,
for any fixed number q of distinct equispaced points, among all the possible
q-points formulae giving rise to symmetric structures, we choose the best
approximation FD formulae, that is those for which the resulting precision
order m is maximized and equals q 1ÿ k. The resulting FD matrices are
indicated as Ana;m; k, where n is the matrix dimension, a and k are those
appearing in (1) and m  bq=2c (see Sections 2 and 4).
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For this class of FD formulae the following properties hold true.
· Ana;m; k shows a special dyadic decomposition
Ana;m; k 
X
i
a~xiQn;i;
f~xig being the set of equispaced samplings of the coecient function
ax and Qn;i being nonnegative definite matrices of rank one (dyads).
· By calling Snn the space of the real symmetric matrices, for any fixed n, m, k,
the operator
An;m; k : C0; 1 ! Snn
is linear and normally positive in the sense that it maps nonnegative (posi-
tive) functions in nonnegative (positive) definite matrices.
· For any a and nonnegative b belonging to C0; 1, we find
r  inf
Y
a
b
6 kPna; b6 sup
Y
a
b
 R;
Y  fx 2 0; 1 : jbxj  jaxj > 0g;
where Pna; b equals An b;m; kAna;m; k, X denoting the pseudo-inverse
of Moore–Penrose [24,26] of X and kX  any eigenvalue (not formally zero)
of X.
· When a and b are nonnegative and equivalent (i.e. r, R 2 0;1), then the to-
pological closure Z of the set of the eigenvalues of all the matrices fPna; bgn
is contained in r;RSf0g and contains the range of the function a=b.
· When a and b are nonnegative and equivalent and under some assumptions
on the zeros of b, if we denote by fkni gi;n all the complete sets of the eigen-
values of the matrices fPna; bgn, then we have the following relation: for
any continuous function F with bounded support
lim
n!1
1
n
Xn
i1
F kni
 

Z
0;1
F gdx; 2
holds true, where gx  ax=bx over fx : bx > 0g and gx equals zero
where the function bx vanishes. Notice that gx is the functional counter-
part of the matrices fAn b;m; kAna;m; kgn obtained by pseudo Moore–
Penrose inversion [24,26], since gx can be also defined as ba where
bx  1=bx over the set where bx is positive, and is zero where bx
is zero (a sort of pseudo-inversion of a nonnegative function).
The first two statements are important for establishing the exact rank of the
matrices Ana;m; k, which is especially meaningful when ax has zeros. The
third statement not only suggests natural preconditioners, but is a useful tool
as well for establishing a precise upperbound for the spectral condition num-
bers (with respect to the Euclidean vector norm) of these matrices.
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We want to stress again that this analysis is very similar to the one followed
in [10,29,31,33,34] in a Toeplitz context (compare Theorem 3.1 [10], Theorem
2.4 [29], Theorem 2.1 [33] and Theorem 3.1 [34]), so revealing itself to be an
important confirmation of the unifying theory devised in [38].
Lastly, the fourth and the fifth statements are concerned with the asymptotic
distribution of the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrices.
More in detail, if ax is strictly positive (i.e. the problem is strictly elliptic),
then a simple choice of the preconditioner is An1;m; k. The related PCG
method is optimal (see Theorem 4.4) in the sense that the expected number of
iterations for reaching the solution within a preassigned accuracy is bounded
by a constant not depending on the dimension n: of course this is true if the
chosen accuracy does not depend on the dimension n.
Furthermore, the ergodic relation (2) is equivalent to write that the eigen-
values of Pna; b distribute as the above defined function gx: this fact implies
that the number of iterations predicted by the Axelsson–Lindskog bounds [2] is
very tight and precise.
Finally, the matrix An1;m; k is a Toeplitz one, whose generating function is
explicitly known and, in particular, is nonnegative with a zero at x  0.
Therefore very fast methods can be applied to these Toeplitz structures as:
· multigrid methods requiring On2qÿ 1 ops and Olog n parallel steps
with O2nq processors in the parallel PRAM model [27] of computation
[12,13];
· a recursive displacement-rank based technique requiring On log2qÿ 1
logn2qÿ 1 log22qÿ 1 ops and Olog n parallel steps with O2nq pro-
cessors [5],
where n is the matrix dimension and 2qÿ 1 the matrix bandwidth.
Clearly, in order to obtain the total computational cost, the quoted costs
have to be multiplied by the number of iterations, which is constant with
respect to n, and added to the cost of few matrix-vector multiplications (recall
the PCG algorithm). The final cost is of On log2qÿ 1 ops and
Olog n2qÿ 1 parallel steps with O2nq processors in the PRAM model of
computation.
In conclusion, we have reduced the asymptotic cost of these band systems to
the cost of the band-Toeplitz systems for which the recent literature provides
very sophisticated algorithms [12,13,5].
These simple but rather powerful results can be strongly generalized with
regard to two main directions.
· When considering a 2 L1, we have to modify the definition of a~xi as a
‘‘mean value’’ in order to deal with this irregular case (compare the sugges-
tions given in [30,38,36]).
· When considering p-dimensional elliptic problems on square regions (see
Section 7 for a specific example), we have to carefully extend the analysis giv-
en in this paper through tensor arguments [41,36].
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we relate the derivation of
FD formulae with Vandermonde-like systems. In Section 3 we discuss several
relations among FD matrices, band matrices and Toeplitz matrices, showing
how structured matrices can be used to describe specific aspects of FD ma-
trices. Section 4 is devoted to a structural and spectral analysis of the operators
An;m; k and An ;m; kAn;m; k and Section 5 to its applications to the
preconditioning problem. In Section 6 we discuss the complexity of these
methods, while in Section 7 we show how the proposed technique can be ex-
tended to high dimensional/nonregular (a 2 L1) problems. In Section 8 we
perform several numerical experiments showing the eectiveness of the pro-
posed ideas (a complementary theoretical and numerical analysis of these and
other related preconditioning techniques is presented in a twin paper [39]).
Concluding remarks are given in Section 9.
2. FD formulae and Vandermonde matrices
In this section some general properties of FD formulae for the discretization
of the dierential operator dk=dxk by using q equispaced mesh points are
highlighted.
It is natural to assume that the discretization of dk=dxkuxjxxr ,
16 k6 qÿ 1 involves m  bq=2c mesh points less than xr, m  bq=2c greater
than xr, plus the point xr if q is odd. More precisely, if q  2m 1, then the
mesh points are defined as xj  xr  jh, j  ÿm; . . . ;m, while if q  2m then
they are defined as xj  xr  jÿ 1=2h, j  1; . . . ;m and xj  xr  j 1=2h,
j  ÿm; . . . ;ÿ1.
By supposing u regular enough and by making use of standard Taylor ex-
pansions, we look for FD formula coecients cj so that
hÿk
X
j
cjuxj 
Xs
t0
/th
tÿk d
t
dxt
ux
 
xxr
is an approximation of dk=dxkuxjxxr . This means that we have to choose
cj for which /k  1 and /t  0 for t6 sÿ 1, t 6 k with s P k  1. The precision
order of the FD formula associated with the coecient vector c 2 Rq is, at
least, m  sÿ k.
In such a way we obtain a sequence of linear systems of the form
DsVsc  ek1; s  k  1; . . . ; q; 3
where ek1 is the k  1th vector of the canonical basis of Rs, Ds is an s s
diagonal matrix with Dsi;i  iÿ 1!ÿ1 and Vs is a s q matrix made up by
the first s rows of the matrix Vq, transpose of the Vandermonde matrix gen-
erated by the distinct q mesh point displacements.
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If q  2m 1 the Vandermonde matrix points are j; j  0; 1; . . . ;m, so
that
Vq 
1 1 . . . 1 1 1 . . . 1 1
ÿm ÿm 1 . . . ÿ1 0 1 . . . mÿ 1 m
ÿm2 ÿm 12 . . . ÿ12 0 12 . . . mÿ 12 m2
..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
.
ÿm2m ÿm 12m . . . ÿ12m 0 12m . . . mÿ 12m m2m
266666664
377777775
4
otherwise they are jÿ 1=2; j  1; . . . ;m, so that
Vq 
1 1 . . . 1 1 . . . 1 1
ÿm 1
2
 ÿm 3
2
 . . . ÿ 1
2
 1
2
 . . . mÿ 3
2
 mÿ 1
2

ÿm 1
2
2 ÿm 3
2
2 . . . ÿ 1
2
2 1
2
2 . . . mÿ 3
2
2 mÿ 1
2
2
..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
.
ÿm 1
2
2mÿ1 ÿm 3
2
2mÿ1 . . . ÿ 1
2
2mÿ1 1
2
2mÿ1 . . . mÿ 3
2
2mÿ1 mÿ 1
2
2mÿ1
2666666664
3777777775
:
5
Owing to the definition of the Ds matrix and to the property of Vandermonde
matrices generated by distinct points, it is always possible to ensure that
rankDsVs  s. In particular, when s  q, DqVq 2 Rqq and detDqVq 6 0, so
that a unique q-points FD formula with precision order at least qÿ k exists; in
addition, the coecients cj are rational as a consequence of the Cramer res-
olution rule.
Let revc be the vector so that revcj  cÿj (j  ÿm; . . . ;m if q  2m 1;
j  1; . . . ;m if q  2m); due to the structural properties of the matrix Vs the
following lemmas hold true.
Lemma 2.1 [40]. If c 2 Rq is the coecient vector related to an FD formula
discretizing the operator dk=dxk; k P 1 with precision order m; then d 
ÿkrevc gives an FD formula for the same operator, showing the same pre-
cision order.
For notational simplicity, we introduce the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Let c 2 Rq be the coecient vector related to an FD formula
discretizing the operator dk=dxk; k P 1 with precision order m, then the pair
c; d with d  ÿk revc is named conjugated pair of FD formulae of preci-
sion order m. Moreover, d denotes the conjugated FD formula of c and vice
versa.
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In addition, the unique vector c defining the maximal precision FD formula
is symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to its middle according to the
quantity k mod 2 being equal to 0 or 1.
Lemma 2.2 [40]. If c 2 Qq is the coecient vector related to the maximal
precision FD formula discretizing dk=dxk; k P 1; then revc  ÿkc. The
precision order m equals qÿ k  1 if k  q is odd and equals qÿ k if k  q is
even.
Proof. Case k even and q  2m 1 odd. It is evident that the symmetric vector c
with cÿj  cj; j  1; . . . ;m satisfies all the even index equations of the system
(3) (see the matrix Vq in (4)). By imposing these conditions, the following re-
duced system is obtained
Dm1
1 2 . . . 2
0
..
.
2Xm
0
266664
377775
c0
c1
..
.
cm
266664
377775  e k21 ; 6
where
Dm1  diag0!ÿ1; 2!ÿ1; . . . ; 2m!ÿ1;
Xm  Ym diagy1; . . . ; ym
and
Ym 
1 . . . 1
y1 . . . ym
..
. ..
. ..
.
ymÿ11 . . . y
mÿ1
m
266664
377775
is the transpose of the Vandermonde matrix generated by the nonvanishing
distinct points yj  j2; j  1; . . . ;m. Owing to the property of Vandermonde
matrices, the reduced system also shows a unique solution that must coincide
with the unique solution of the full system (3). It is also evident that the related
precision order is qÿ k  1, due to the symmetry.
Case k odd and q  2m even: see [40]. 
The usefulness of Lemma 2.2 is evident in the practical computation of the
maximal precision FD formula coecients, but it is also of paramount im-
portance in defining some properties related to Toeplitz structures which are
discussed in Section 3.
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Definition 2.2. Let c 2 Qq be the coecient vector related to the maximal
precision FD formula discretizing dk=dxk; k P 1 with respect to q P k  1
equispaced points, then the pair c; c is named maximal precision conjugated
pair.
3. FD formulae and structured matrices
The aim of this section is to present some relationships existing between FD
matrices and Toeplitz matrices [17].
3.1. Toeplitz matrices and generating functions
Hereafter, the Toeplitz matrices are assumed to be generated by Lebesgue
integrable functions f defined on the fundamental interval ÿp; p, in the sense
that the entry of the n n Toeplitz matrix Tnf  along the kth diagonal is given
by the kth Fourier coecient of f:
ak  1
2p
Z p
ÿp
f xeÿikx dx; i2  ÿ1; k 2 Z:
If f is real-valued, then we notice that the quoted definition implies that aÿk 
ak so that all the matrices of the sequence fTnf gn are Hermitian.
A deeper relation between the spectral structure of the class fTnf gn and the
symbol f is well described in the following fundamental results.
Theorem 3.1 [17,46]. Let f : ÿp; p ! R be a Lebesgue integrable function and
let us denote by fTnf gn the corresponding family of Toeplitz matrices. Let kni
be the eigenvalues of Tnf . Then, for any continuous function F 2 CR with
bounded support, the following asymptotic formula holds true
lim
n!1
1
n
Xn
i1
F kni
 
 1
2p
Z p
ÿp
F f xdx: 7
Theorem 3.2 [17,45]. Let f and Tnf  stand as in Theorem 3.1. Let kX  be the
generic eigenvalue of the matrix X and let mf and Mf be the essential infimum
and supremum of f, respectively, i.e. the inf f and sup f up to within zero
measure sets [28]. Then for any n 2 N the following cases occur:
· mf < kTnf  < Mf if mf < Mf or
· kTnf   M if mf  Mf  M .
A consequence of Theorem 3.2 is the strong characterization of the as-
ymptotic inertia of the matrices fTnf gn.
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Corollary 3.1 [47]. Let f and Tnf  stand as in Theorem 3.1. Let kni be the
eigenvalues of Tnf  ordered in a nondecreasing way. Then, for any choice of
a < b, the following asymptotic formula
lim
n!1
1
n
#fi : kni 2 a; bg 
1
2p
mfx 2 ÿp; p : f x 2 a; bg 8
holds true, provided that mfx 2 ÿp;p : f x  ag  mfx 2 ÿp; p :
f x  bg  0, where mfg denotes the usual Lebesgue measure on the real
line.
Finally, a further result concerning the asymptotic evaluation of the spectral
condition number of the matrices fTnf gn is proved in the following theorem
due to Kac et al. [19] and generalized in [33,6]. The following preliminary
definition is needed.
Definition 3.1. Let f and g be the two Lebesgue integrable functions. We write
f  g over the interval I if f and g are nonnegative over I and there exist two
positive constants c1 and c2 so that c1g6 f 6 c2g almost everywhere in I. In
addition, we write f  g over the interval I if either f  g or ÿ f  g
or f  ÿg or ÿ f  ÿg over I .
Theorem 3.3 [19,33,6]. If f is a Lebesgue integrable function so that f  g
over ÿp; p and g  Qsj1 jxÿ xjjaj ; aj > 0; s 2 N; then the spectral condition
number k2Tnf  of the Toeplitz matrices fTnf gn is asymptotic to
na with a  maxj aj. Moreover, when f  x2k over ÿd; d for some positive d,
then the condition number of fTnf gn grows at least as n2k.
In the case where f is complex-valued, a similar theory exists [25,1,45]
though the resulting Toeplitz matrices are not Hermitian and the ergodic result
concerns singular values in place of eigenvalues.
Theorem 3.4 [25,1,45,46]. Let f : ÿp; p ! C be a Lebesgue integrable function
and let us denote by fTnf gn the corresponding family of Toeplitz matrices. Let
rni be the singular values of Tnf . Then, for any function F 2 CR with
bounded support, the following asymptotic formula holds true:
lim
n!1
1
n
Xn
i1
F rni
 
 1
2p
Z p
ÿp
F jf xjdx: 9
In the following, we make heavy use of the spectral Szego–Tyrtyshnikov
theory for Toeplitz matrices in order to give a spectral asymptotic character-
ization to the FD matrices coming from the discretization of some constant
functional coecient dierential operators.
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For instance, let us consider a vector c 2 Rq q  2m 1 related to a FD
formula as in the previous section for the discretization of the operator
d2k=dx2k. The discrete approximation of the problem ÿkd2k=dx2ku  f leads
to a linear system whose coecient matrix is a band-Toeplitz matrix having on
its rth row the vector 0; . . . ; 0;~c; 0; . . . ; 0, where ~c  ÿkc.
By supposing that the coecient ~c0 of the vector ~c  ~cÿm; . . . ; ~cÿ1; ~c0; ~c1; . . . ;
~cm lies on the main diagonal of the matrix, the resulting Toeplitz matrix Tn p~c
shows a trigonometric complex-valued polynomial p~cx 
Pm
jÿm ~cje
ijx as
generating function.
If we consider the FD formula of maximal precision order m  qÿ 2k  1,
then in light of Lemma 2.2 the vector c is so that c  revc, that is cÿj  cj 8j.
This fact has a noteworthy impact on the generating function p~c that becomes a
real-valued trigonometric polynomial p~cx  ~c0  2
Pm
j1 ~cj cosjx with
p~cÿx  p~cx for any x. In practice, in light of the Szego theory (Theorems 3.1
and 3.2), we have a strong information concerning the distribution and lo-
calization of the eigenvalues of the related n n FD matrices.
For instance, let us consider the discretization of ÿd2=dx2 by using the
formula of maximal precision order m  2 over three points: ~c  ÿ1; 2;ÿ1.
The related Toeplitz matrix Ana;m; k  An1; 1; 1  Tnp~c is generated by
p~cx  2ÿ 2 cosx and therefore, in light of the Szego Theorem 3.2, we have
the eigenvalues belonging to the open interval 0; 4 and the minimal eigen-
value of Tnp~c going to 0 as n tends to infinity asymptotically to nÿ2 [33].
Consequently, we deduce that the matrices Ana;m; k are positive definite for
any dimension.
Nevertheless, this property is not general for FD matrices coming from the
the FD discretization of elliptic operators by means of symmetric FD formulae
(refer to Section 3.3).
3.2. The approximation of the ‘‘continuous operator’’
We want to discover some relationships between the ‘‘continuous’’ operator
ÿkd2k=dx2k : C2k0; 1 ! C0; 1
and the FD matrices discretizing the operator itself. In order to avoid cum-
bersome notations we first consider the case k  1. Setting fjx  eijpx, j 2 Z,
x 2 0; 1, we find that ÿd2=dx2fj  jp2fj. Therefore the function fjx is an
eigenfunction and jp2 is the related eigenvalue.
Notice that these eigenfunctions are the continuous counterpart of the
Fourier eigenvectors of the circulant algebras [9]. In addition, the set of the
eigenvalues of the continuous operator can be looked at as a sampling of the
function x2 over the grid jp; j 2 N.
Let us consider the vector ~c  ÿ1; 2;ÿ1 defining the 3-points FD formula
of maximal precision order m  2 with respect to the operator ÿd2=dx2. The
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discrete operator is represented by hÿ2  Tnp~c where Tnp~c is the n n Toep-
litz matrix generated by the trigonometric polynomial p~cx  2ÿ 2 cosx
 4 sin2x=2, whose eigenvalues are given by
hÿ24 sin2
jp
2n 1
 
 jp2 Oh2; h  n 1ÿ1;
when j is a constant with respect to n. Moreover we observe that x2 ÿ p~cx  x4
over any neighbourhood of x  0 small enough. This is not a specific property
of the quoted FD formula, but is a general one as formally stated in the
subsequent proposition.
It is worthwhile noting that the polynomials fpcg, where c is a symmetric
vector, share some structural properties which are direct consequences of the
features of the considered FD formulae.
Proposition 3.1. Let c 2 Rq q  2m 1 be such that cj  cÿj for each
j  1; . . . ;m and let pcx be the even real-valued trigonometric polynomial
c0  2
Xm
j1
cj cosjx:
Then the following two are equivalent:
· x2 ÿ pcx  x2m with mP 1 in a neighbourhood of x  0,
· the FD formula related to pcx discretizing the operator ÿd2=dx2 has a preci-
sion order equal to m.
Proof. Let us consider a vector c such that x2 ÿ pcx  x2m; mP 1 holds true.
From a direct calculation of the Taylor expansion
x2 ÿ pcx  ÿ c0
 
 2
Xm
j1
cj
!
 1
 
 1
2
Xm
j1
cjj2
!
x2
ÿ
Xm
i2
ÿi
2i!
Xm
j1
cjj2i
 !
x2i
 !
 Rmx;
Rmx  rmx2m2  o x2m2 , rm 6 0, it follows that the relation x2 ÿ pcx  x2m
is equivalent to fulfill the first 2 m=2 equations of the reduced Vander-
monde-like system (6). Notice that the regularity of the involved functions and
the symmetry of c implies that m is an even number and therefore the minimal
precision order is m  2. 
In the same way a similar statement can be proved for the discretization of
the operator ÿkd2k=dx2k.
Proposition 3.2. Let c 2 Rq q  2m 1 be such that cj  cÿj for each
j  1; . . . ;m and let pcx be the even real-valued trigonometric polynomial
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c0  2
Xm
j1
cj cosjx:
Then the following two are equivalent:
· x2k ÿ pcx  x2km with mP 1 in a neighbourhood of x  0,
· the FD formula related to pcx discretizing the operator ÿkd2k=dx2k has a
precision order equal to m.
Corollary 3.2. Let c 2 Rq q  2m 1 be such that cj  cÿj for each
j  1; . . . ;m and let pcx be the even real-valued trigonometric polynomial
c0  2
Xm
j1
cj cosjx:
If the condition x2k ÿ pcx  x2km; m P 1 holds locally in a neighbourhood of
x  0; then the matrices Tnpc are ill-conditioned and the related spectral con-
dition number grows at least as n2k.
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.3. 
In other words, the relation x2k ÿ pcx  x2km is a dierent way of writing
and looking at the Vandermonde-like linear systems considered in Section 2, so
that a more precise FD formula is simply a more precise local expansion of the
spectral function x2k in a neighbourhood of x  0.
Therefore, in the language of numerical analysis of dierential equations,
the condition pcx  x2k is the consistency condition, while the relation x2k ÿ
pcx  x2km establishes that a consistent FD formula has a precision order
equal to m.
Notice that Corollary 3.2 tells us that a condition number growing as n2k is
necessary for the consistency condition and therefore is inherent in every good
FD discretization scheme.
Finally, in the light of these remarks, we can say that the FD discretization is
a ‘‘local approximation’’ of the continuous operators in the sense that the
discrete eigenvalue function pcx tends toward the continuous eigenvalue
function x2k. Here the convergence is not intended as a global convergence in a
given functional topology but it is a convergence in the sense of the asymptotic
Taylor expansion in a neighbourhood of x  0: this ‘‘locality’’ in the approx-
imation has a spectral interpretation that we will highlight in the next section.
3.3. Local and global positive definiteness
In light of the last propositions in Section 3, it is evident that the consistency
of an FD formula, joint with the symmetry of the associated vector c, imposes
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that the generating function of the Toeplitz matrices be locally nonnegative.
Nevertheless, the global nonnegativity of the polynomial pc is not implied and
in fact is not necessary.
By considering the FD formula related to ~c  ÿ1; 2;ÿ1, the generating
function is the polynomial p~cx  2ÿ 2 cosx which is nonnegative and not
identically zero. So, by virtue of the Szego Theorem 3.2, it follows that the
related FD matrices fTnp~cgn are positive definite for any dimension (refer to
Section 3.1).
Now, let us consider the 5-points FD formula related to the choice of the
vector ~c  1
2
ÿ1; 2;ÿ2; 2;ÿ1. This formula has a precision order m  2 and
gives rise to a family of Toeplitz matrices whose generating function is
p~cx  cosx2ÿ 2 cosx. This generating function is, as expected, non-
negative in a neighbourhood of x  0, but attains a negative minimum
mp~c  ÿ4 at x  p and a positive maximum Mp~c  1=2 at x  p=3. Therefore,
again in light of the Szego Theorem 3.2, the eigenvalues of the related Toeplitz
matrices belong to the open interval ÿ4; 1=2. So, for n large enough, the
matrices of fTnp~cgn are nondefinite and have Nÿ  On negative eigenvalues,
with the minimal one tending to ÿ4 as the dimension n tends to infinity.
Moreover, the number of the negative eigenvalues Nÿ is not negligible and, in
eect, by virtue of the Widom Corollary 3.1 and of the fundamental theorem of
algebra [28], Nÿ is asymptotic to
n
2p
mfx 2 ÿp; p : p~cx < 0g  n
2
:
To sum up, while positive definiteness is a structural property in the Faedo–
Galerkin approach, it does not always hold in the case of FD matrices. For
such a reason and for practical purposes, we will consider only those, among
all possible FD formulae, which give rise to definite positive matrices in the
case ax  1. To do this, the main tool is taking into account only those
formulae derived through a conjugated pair of FD formulae according to
Definition 2.1.
3.4. FD formulae and convolution masks
Let us suppose that c 2 Rq1 and d 2 Rq2 are two coecient vectors associ-
ated with two FD formulae discretizing the operator dk=dxk with k P 1 and
precision order m1 and m2, respectively. Note that we consider both q1 and q2
odd when k is even and vice versa. In order to calculate the quantity zr obtained
as a discrete approximation of
ÿk d
k
dxk
ax d
k
dxk
ux
  
xxr
;
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we make use of the two quoted formulae, applying the former to obtain the
discretization of the inner operator and the latter to obtain the discretization of
the outer operator. More precisely, by calling vx  dk=dxkux, we have
vxr 
Xq1
j1
cj
hk
uxrjÿs1 Ohm1
so that
zr  ÿ
k
h2k
Xq2
i1
diaxriÿs2
Xq1
j1
cjuxrijÿs2ÿs1
 !
; 10
where
si  mi  1 if qi  2mi  1;mi  1=2 if qi  2mi;

and where the global precision is m  minm1; m2 under the assumption
a 2 Ck0; 1.
This expression has a matrix interpretation as follows: call ar the q2 di-
mensional vector of the evaluations of ax as in (10) and ar  d the q2 di-
mensional vector obtained from componentwise product between ar and d.
Call T the q2  q1  q2 ÿ 1 Toeplitz matrix having the vector c; 0; . . . ; 0 on
its first row. In such a way the quantity zr can be represented in a compact way
as a weighted convolution
zr  ÿ
k
h2k
ar  dTT ur; 11
where the vector ur 2 Rq1q2ÿ1 is constructed by the equispaced evaluations of
ux displayed in (10).
It is also evident that the quantity zr represents the left hand side of the rth
row of the linear system arising from the discretization of the template problem
(1). Therefore, according to the expression (11), we can completely define the
related coecient matrix Ana; c; d; k.
Definition 3.2. The symbol Ana; c; d; k denotes the matrix discretizing the
problem (1) through the FD formula coecient vector c for the inner derivative
and FD formula coecient vector d for the outer derivative and according to
Eq. (11) for the rth row, where the factor h2k is neglected because it is included
in the right hand side of the associated linear system.
When d equals c and c; c is the maximal precision conjugated pair, then the
matrix Ana; c; c; k is denoted by the shorter symbol Ana;m; k with m  bq=2c
(or simply Ana when it is clear from the context).
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The weighted convolution representation is useful for giving an interesting
dyadic decomposition of the matrices Ana; c; d; k, as highlighted in the sub-
sequent section.
3.5. The dyadic decomposition of Ana; c; d; k
Let c 2 Rq1 , d 2 Rq2 and let Gn  f~xig be the set of the equispaced samplings
of the coecient function ax with respect to the FD formula coecient vector
d and let a^ix be the piecewise linear and continuous function so that
a^ix  1 if x  ~xi;0 otherwise on Gn:

The following representation theorem holds true.
Theorem 3.5. For every dimension n, the matrix Ana; c; d; k can be expressed asX
i
a~xiAna^i; c; d; k;
where, for any i,
Ana^i; c; d; k  ÿkQnc; revd; i  ÿk
0 0 0
0 Di 0
0 0 0
264
375;
Di  revdcT 2 Rq2q1
and #Gn  n q2 ÿ 1.
Proof. As a consequence of (11) the rth row of the matrix Ana; c; d; k is given
by
ÿk0; . . . ; 0; ar  dTT ; 0; . . . ; 0;
where the number of the zero entries at the beginning of the row is r ÿ a, with a
absolute constant depending on the chosen FD formulae (with the convention
that negative values are assumed to be zero).
Due to the linearity of the componentwise product, we can consider directly
the matrices Ana^i; c; d; k.
Case q2 odd (k even): In this case arj  axrj; j  ÿbq2=2c; . . . ; bq2=2c.
So, if ax  a^ix, it is evident that at most the q2 rows given by
iÿ bq2=2c6 r6 i bq2=2c 16 r6 n are not identically zero and, on each
row, the unique nonvanishing entry is selected in a backward manner. More
precisely, the vector ar  d is equal to dtet, with t  iÿ r  dq2=2e, so that
ar  dTT  0; . . . ; 0; dtc1; . . . ; dtcq1 ; 0; . . . ; 0 where the number of beginning
zero entries is equal to t ÿ 1.
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To sum up, the number of initial zero entries of the rth-row of the matrix
Ana^i; c; d; k is equal to r ÿ a t ÿ 1 and is always the same since for increasing
r values, decreasing t values are obtained. Therefore, we have
Ana^i; c; d; k  ÿk
0 0 0
0 Di 0
0 0 0
24 35 giÿ bq22 c ÿ 1 rows;gq2 rows;
where
Di 
dq2
..
.
d1
264
375 c1; . . . ; cq1  2 Rq2q1 ;
and where the 1; 1 entry of the rectangular block Di is located at the position
iÿ bq2=2c; i bq2=2c ÿ a 1 with respect to the matrix Ana^i; c; d; k. Notice
that in the case of a nonpositive position index iÿ bq2=2c and/or i bq2=2c ÿ
a 1 we have to consider only the submatrix having positive entry indices with
regard to those of Ana^i; c; d; k.
Case q2 even (k odd): In this case, arj  axrj1=2, j  ÿq2=2; . . . ;
q2=2ÿ 1, so that, if ax  a^ix, the at most q2 not identically zero rows are
given by iÿ q2=2 16 r6 i q2=2. In the same manner as in the q2 odd case,
we obtain
Ana^i; c; d; k  ÿk
0 0 0
0 Di 0
0 0 0
24 35 giÿ q22 rows;gq2 rows;
where the 1; 1 entry of the rectangular block Di is located at the position
iÿ q2=2 1; i q2=2ÿ a 1 with respect to the matrix Ana^i; c; d; k. 
Corollary 3.3. Let c 2 Rq be an FD formula coecient vector and let d 
ÿkrevc be the corresponding conjugated FD formula coecient vector, then
each dyad
ÿkQnc; revd; i  ciciT
is symmetric and nonnegative definite. Here the vector ci denotes a vector of Rn
containing in ‘‘its middle’’ the vector c suitably shifted in accordance with i.
Proof. By taking into account Theorem 3.5, the proof is trivial. In fact, since a
is equal to b2qÿ 1n2c  1, Di 2 Rqq is a diagonal block and since
revd  ÿkc, it directly follows that the dyad
ÿkQnc; revd; i  ÿ2kQnc; c; i 12
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has rank one and is symmetric and nonnegative definite by construction since
for each y 2 Rnnf0g; y  y1; x; y2 we have
yTQnc; c; iy  xTccTx  jjxTcjj22 P 0: 
By means of Corollary 3.3, we can state the following theorem which pro-
vides a link between the number of the zeros of the nonnegative function ax
and the rank of the matrix Ana; c; ÿkrevc; k.
Theorem 3.6. Let Gn  f~xig be the set of equispaced samplings of the nonneg-
ative coecient function ax as considered in the representation Theorem 3.5 and
let In a  fi : a~xi > 0g. Suppose that the n qÿ 1 vectors fci : i  1; . . . ;
n qÿ 1g considered in Corollary 3.3 strongly generate Rn in the sense that each
subset fcik : 16 i1 < i2 <    < in6 n qÿ 1g is a basis for Rn. Then
rankAna; c; ÿkrevc; k  minfn;#In ag:
Proof. To prove the statement it is sucient to refer to the representation
Theorem 3.5 and to Corollary 3.3, since we have
Ana; c; ÿkrevc; k 
X
i2In a
a~xiQnc; c; i: 
Finally, in the case ax  1, we can give a global description of the matrices
Ana; c; d; k and, in particular, a spectral characterization of the matrices
Ana; c; ÿkrevc; k.
Theorem 3.7. The matrices An1; c; d; k are Toeplitz matrices generated by a
complex-valued polynomial gx  ÿkpcxpdx, x 2 ÿp; p, where pc and pd
are the complex-valued polynomials related to the FD formula coecient vectors
c 2 Rq1 and d 2 Rq2 .
If d  ÿkrevc, then gx equals the nonnegative real-valued polynomial
jpcxj2.
Proof. As a consequence of the weighted convolution formula (11) and by
recalling that ax  1, it follows that the nonzero entries of the generic row of
the matrix An1; c; d; k are given by a vector w so that
wj  ÿk
X
stj
cs dt; j  ÿm1  m2; . . . ;m1  m2; mi  qi
2
j k
; 13
s 2 fÿm1; . . . ;m1g, t 2 fÿm2; . . . ;m2g. By using standard arguments of sym-
bolic polynomial computation [4], this identity represents the convolution
product between the two polynomials pc and pd defined as
pcx  pcz 
Xm1
jÿm1
cjzj; pdx  pdz 
Xm2
jÿm2
djzj;
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where z  eix and with the assumption that qi  2mi  1 (the case qi  2mi can
be treated in a very similar way). Therefore, An1; c; d; k is a Toeplitz matrix
with generating function
gx  pwz  ÿkpczpdz 
Xm1m2
jÿm1m2
wjzj:
If d  ÿkrevc, then we have
pd  ÿkpczÿ1;
so that, by direct computation we find
gx  pwz  ÿ2kpczpczÿ1  pczpcz  jpczj2: 
The previous characterization can be linked to the powerful Szego theory
regarding the Toeplitz matrices generated by real-valued functions. More
precisely the following statement holds true.
Proposition 3.3. The Toeplitz matrices fAn1; c; ÿkrevc; k  Tnjpcj2gn are
symmetric positive definite for any value of the dimension n. In particular the
related spectral condition number is asymptotically greater than cn2k, with c
absolute constant.
Proof. Since jpcj2 is a real-valued nonnegative (not identically zero) trigono-
metric polynomial, the matrices An1; c; ÿkrevc; k are symmetric and their
positive definiteness directly follows from Theorem 3.2. In addition, the sym-
metry of the Toeplitz structure implies that the vector w is such that wj  wÿj
for each j.
Moreover, since w is related to a consistent FD formula for the discretiza-
tion of the operator d2k=dx2k with precision order m equal to the precision order
of the FD formula defined by the vector c, it follows that gx has a zero of
order 2k at x  0 (by virtue of Proposition 3.2) and, in light of Theorem 3.3,
the claimed thesis ensues. 
4. A class of FD matrices as a class of LPOs
Here we want to show that An  An;m; k is a LPO for any fixed n, m and
k, that is a linear operator mapping nonnegative functions ax into nonneg-
ative definite n n matrices. Moreover, we prove that this operator is also
normally positive, in the sense that it maps strictly positive functions into
positive definite symmetric matrices.
Let us denote by LX ; Y  the class of the linear operators from the real
vector space X to the real vector space Y and let us denote by LP X ; Y  the
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convex subset of LX ; Y  of the LPOs from X to Y. It is evident upon
construction that An belongs to LC0; 1; Snn where Snn is the vector
space of real symmetric n n matrices. As proved in Section 3.5, the ma-
trices An1 (see Definition 3.2) are Toeplitz matrices whose generating
function is gx  jpcj2, so that Tnjpcj2 are positive definite for any di-
mension.
In the following, we formally prove the positivity of the considered matrix-
valued operators in the case of a generic continuous function ax.
4.1. Structural and spectral analysis of An and An An
Let c  d 2 Qq be the FD formula coecient vector discretizing the oper-
ator dk=dxk with maximal precision order m  qÿ k  1 with respect to q eq-
uispaced points. Let Gn  f~xig be the set of equispaced samplings of the
coecient function ax, where
~xi  ih; i  1ÿ m; . . . ; n m if q  2m 1;i 1=2h; i  1ÿ m; . . . ; n mÿ 1 if q  2m;

and #Gn  n qÿ 1. It is evident that we are supposing the definition set of
the function ax to be enlarged to ÿ; 1  for a fixed (small) positive . This
assumption is necessary since O1 points of the set Gn lie outside the interval
0; 1 even if the maximal distance of ~xi 2 Gn from 0; 1 is Oh. In the case of
Dirichlet boundary conditions, it is natural to extend ax using a standard
Taylor expansion.
According to Definition 3.2 the following results hold true.
Theorem 4.1. The matrices Ana can be expressed asX
i
a~xiQnc; c; i: 14
Proof. Recall Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 2.1. 
Corollary 4.1. For any n; k and m, the operator An : C0; 1 ! Snn is linear
and positive. In addition, the operator is normally positive, i.e. if ax is a strictly
positive function then Ana will be a positive definite matrix.
Proof. By invoking Theorem 4.1 when ax is nonnegative, we find that Ana is
a nonnegative linear combination of the nonnegative definite dyads Qnc; c; i.
So, the nonnegative definiteness of the matrix Ana directly follows.
To prove the normality property use has been made of the Rayleigh quotient
of the considered matrix Ana. For any x 2 Rn
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xTAnax 
X
i
a~xixTQnc; c; ix
P amin
X
i
xTQnc; c; ix;
where amin  minfa~xi;~xi 2 Gng.
We now notice that
P
i Qnc; c; i is nothing more than the Toeplitz matrix
An1  Tnjpcj2, where pc is the polynomial associated with the maximal
precision FD formula coecient vector c, so that, in light of Proposition 3.3,
Tnjpcj2 is positive definite. Finally, for any x 6 0, it follows that
xTAnax P amin
X
i
xTQnc; c; ix
 aminxTTnjpcxj2x
P aminkminTnjpcxj2kxk22 > 0
and the result is proved. 
We stress that the statement of Corollary 4.1 is still valid and with un-
changed proof for all the matrices Ana; c; d; k with d  ÿkrev c as a con-
sequence of Corollary 3.3 and Proposition 3.3. Moreover the assumption of
continuity of the symbol a can be easily removed.
Let kerX  be the null space of the matrix X, that is the space of the
eigenvectors of X associated with the zero eigenvalue.
Definition 4.1. Two continuous nonnegative functions a and b will be called
equivalent if a  b over 0; 1 according to the two positive constants c1 and c2,
that is c1b6 a6 c2b. (As a consequence they take the same values, up to pos-
itive multiplicative constants and they vanish in the same subset of 0; 1.)
Definition 4.2. Two sequences of n n nonnegative definite matrices
fAngn and fBngn are called equivalent if there exist two positive absolute con-
stants c1 and c2 such that the related Rayleigh quotients satisfy the inequalities
c1xTBnx6 xTAnx6 c2xTBnx
for any x.
Lemma 4.1. Let A and B be two nonnegative definite n n matrices. If A and B
are extracted from two equivalent sequences, then
· kerA  kerB;
· A and B have exactly the same inertia.
Proof. If u belongs to kerB, clearly uTBu  0. Therefore, from the equivalence
of A and B, it follows that uTAu  0. Since A is nonnegative definite, by
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invoking the classical Schur decomposition, we find that A has a nonnegative
definite square root A1=2. Now, by defining v  A1=2u we have
0  uTAu  vTv  jjvjj22
so that v  0. Consequently, u belongs to kerA1=2  kerA.
From the dual relation
cÿ12 x
TAx6 xTBx6 cÿ11 xTAx;
we can prove that kerA  kerB in the same way.
Finally, from the assumption of nonnegative definiteness, all the other ei-
genvalues of A and B are positive and the proof is concluded. 
We prove that the nonnegative functions ax partition the matrices Ana
into equivalence classes in the following theorem. Even if this result is a direct
consequence of the representation Theorem 4.1, we make use in the proof of
the positivity of the operator An which is, in this specific FD context, a
consequence of Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.2. Let a and b be two equivalent functions. Then fAnagn and
fAnbgn are equivalent
Proof. From the relation
c1b6 a6 c2b
and from Corollary 4.1, it ensues that for any x 2 Rn the following inequality
holds
c1xTAnbx6 xTAnax6 c2xTAnbx: 
The following result is of noteworthy and practical interest, since it shows
that the functions ax also partition the matrices Ana with regard to the
spectral condition numbers.
Theorem 4.3. Let a and b be two equivalent functions and let Anb be positive
definite. Then
· k2Ana  k2Anb;
· if ax > 0 then k2Ana  k2Tnjpcj2;
· if axP 0 then k2AnaP cn2k; with c > 0 and for n large enough.
Proof. From Theorem 4.2 it follows that for any x 2 Rn the following in-
equalities hold
c1xTAnbx6 xTAnax6 c2xTAnbx
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and therefore the matrix Ana is positive definite as well. The rest of the proof
arises from Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.3, while the technique is the same as
the one introduced in Theorem 2.2 of [33] in a Toeplitz context. 
Now we want to define the concept of optimal preconditioner in a PCG
context.
Definition 4.3. Let fAngn and fBngn be two sequences of n n nonnegative
definite matrices. The matrices fBngn are optimal preconditioners for the ma-
trices fAngn if
· kerBn An  kerAn,
· all the other nonzero eigenvalues of Bn An belong to a bounded interval
c1; c2, with ci positive constants independent on n.
We notice that the given definition coincides with the one suggested by
Axelsson and Lindskog [3] when each An is invertible. In general fBngn are
optimal preconditioners for fAngn if and only if the two sequences of matrices
are equivalent. More precisely, the preconditioner must work only in the
subspace where An is invertible. In the orthogonal subspace where An is the null
matrix the problem of finding a solution to the related linear system is ill-posed
and therefore it is convenient that the matrix Bn acts as the null matrix in the
same subspace. All these ideas and properties are summarized in the preceding
definition of equivalent sequence of matrices.
The following result gives the theoretical support for our preconditioning
techniques.
Theorem 4.4. Let a and b be two equivalent functions. Then, for any n, the
matrix
An bAna
has the same null space as Ana and Anb while the other nonzero eigenvalues
belong to the closed set c1; c2; ci being the equivalence constants in Definition
4.1. Therefore, according to Definition 4.3 , we can say that the matrices fAnbgn
are optimal preconditioners for the matrices fAnagn.
Proof. From Theorem 4.2 we know that fAnagn and fAnbgn are equivalent,
so that Lemma 4.1 assures that the null spaces of the symmetric nonnegative
definite matrices Ana and Anb coincide and they coincide also with the null
spaces of An a and An b as a consequence of the classical Schur decompo-
sition. In addition, since kerAna  fy 2 Rn : y  Anax; x 2 Rng?, with a
contradiction argument, it is easily proved that they also coincide with the null
space K of the matrix An bAna.
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Let us consider a generic vector u  u1  u2, such that u1 2 K and u2 2 K?, K
being the quoted null space. Due to the nonnegative definiteness, it is evident
that
uTAnau  uT2 Anau2 6 0
and
uTAnbu  uT2 Anbu2 6 0;
so that, in light of the equivalence relation stated in Theorem 4.2, we deduce
that
c16
uTAnau
uTAnbu
6 c2: 15
In addition, it is easy to prove that
u2  An b1=2Anb1=2u2:
Now, we suppose that k 6 0 is an eigenvalue of An bAna so that
An bAnau  ku:
First we multiply by Anb1=2 and we obtain
An b1=2Anau  kAnb1=2u:
Then we observe that
Anau  AnaAn b1=2Anb1=2u
and we find the following key relationship
An b1=2AnaAn b1=2Anb1=2u  kAnb1=2u:
Finally by defining v  Anb1=2u and by multiplying by vT, it follows that
k  v
TAn b1=2AnaAn b1=2v
vTv
 u
TAnau
uTAnbu
;
so that by (15) we have c16 k6 c2 and the claimed thesis follows. 
The latter result can be generalized in the case where the symbols a and b are
not equivalent. However, since we are interested in the applicative problem of
the preconditioning, we stress that this extension has a theoretical interest only.
In fact, Theorem 4.4 tells us that fAnbgn are optimal preconditioners for
fAnagn if a and b are equivalent. Theorem 4.5 tells us that the property of
equivalence of a and b is not only sucient but also necessary.
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Theorem 4.5. Let a and b be functions defined on 0; 1 with b taking nonneg-
ative values. Then all the eigenvalues of
An bAna
belong to the set c1; c2 [ f0g, where c1  infY ax=bx; c2  supY ax=bx
with Y  fx 2 0; 1 : jaxj  jbxj > 0g.
Therefore, the only way to guarantee that the matrices fAnbgn are optimal
preconditioners for the matrices fAnagn is for a and b to be equivalent. In the
case where a is not equivalent to b we have c16 0 or c2  1 (see also Corollary
4.3).
4.2. Density and distribution results
In order to prove the density and the distribution results (in the spirit of the
Szego Theorem 3.1) we need a preparatory lemma regarding the asymptotic
inertia of the matrices Ana.
Notice that in Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.1, we linked the inertia of
the matrices fAnagn and fAnbgn when a and b belonged to the same
equivalence class. Here we are interested in linking the asymptotical in-
ertia of fAnagn to the distribution of the sign of the functional coe-
cient ax.
We will make use of the following definitions and notations.
Definition 4.4. Fix s < t and a, b two continuous functions with b taking
nonnegative values. Then
Ns; t; a; n  #fi : kiAna 2 s; tg;
Ns; t; a; b; n  #fi : kiAn bAna 2 s; tg;
Aa  fx 2 0; 1 : ax > 0g;
Aÿa  fx 2 0; 1 : ax < 0g;
A0a  fx 2 0; 1 : ax  0g:
Moreover, when s; t  ÿ1; 0 or s; t  0;1, we have in short
N0;1; a; n  NAna;
N0;1; a; b; n  NAn bAna;
Nÿ1; 0; a; n  NÿAna;
Nÿ1; 0; a; b; n  NÿAn bAna:
Finally, by aÿa, aa and a0a we denote the Lebesgue measure mfg of the
sets Aÿa, Aa and A0a, respectively.
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Lemma 4.2. With the preceding notations the following relationships:
NAna  naa O1;
NÿAna  naÿa O1;
dimKerAna  na0a O1
hold true when [Hp1] the continuous function ax has a finite number of sign
changes.
Proof. Let In a  fi : a~xi > 0g, Iÿn a  fi : a~xi < 0g and I0n a 
fi : a~xi  0g where Gn  f~xig is the set of the equispaced samplings of the
function ax defined in Section 4.1 and where the number of ~xi lying outside
the interval 0; 1 needed by the FD formula is a constant with respect to n, i.e.
O1.
Under the assumption of continuity of the functional coecient ax, it
follows that:
#In a  naa O1;
#Iÿn a  naÿa O1; 16
#I0n a  na0a O1:
Now, by taking into account the dyadic decomposition of the matrix Ana
given in Theorem 4.1, it is evident that each dyad Qnc; c; i is made up of a
weighted sum of at most q2 terms of the form es  eTt where ek is the kth element
of the canonical basis of Rn and s; t belong to a proper neighbourhood of the
index i; more precisely it holds that
Qnc; c; i 
Pm
s;tÿm cscteise
T
it if q  2m 1;Pÿ1
s;tÿm cscteis1e
T
it1 
Pm
s;t1 cscteise
T
it if q  2m;
(
with the convention that the terms corresponding to nonexisting canonical
vectors are discarded.
Therefore the space Rn can be partitioned as a direct sum of orthogonal
subspaces in the following way. First define the set of indices
I^n a  fj 2 f1; . . . ; ng : 8i 2 Iÿn a [ I0n a; eTj Qnc; c; iej  0g;
I^ÿn a  fj 2 f1; . . . ; ng : 8i 2 In a [ I0n a; eTj Qnc; c; iej  0g;
I^0n a  fj 2 f1; . . . ; ng : 8i 2 Iÿn a [ In a; eTj Qnc; c; iej  0g;
W a  fj : j 2 f1; . . . ; ng n I^n a [ I^ÿn a [ I^0n ag;
where the definition of the set W a is necessary to give evidence of canonical
vectors belonging to those adjacent dyads Qnc; c; i for which a change in the
sign of the functional coecient ax occurs.
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It is easy to check that:
I^n a  In a;
I^ÿn a  Iÿn a;
I^0n a  I0n a;
I^0n a \ I^n a  ;;
I^ÿn a \ I^n a  ;;
I^0n a \ I^ÿn a  ;;
and that
#W a  O1;
#I^n a  #In a ÿO1;
#I^ÿn a  #Iÿn a ÿO1;
#I^0n a  #I0n a ÿO1;
where the symbol x denotes maxfx; 0g and where the relationships
#I^n a  #In a ÿO1,  2 f;ÿ; 0g follow from the assumption that
ax has a finite number of sign changes. By defining:
Sa  spanfej : j 2 I^n ag;
Sÿa  spanfej : j 2 I^ÿn ag;
S0a  spanfej : j 2 I^0n ag;
Wa  spanfej : j 2 W ag;
we find that Rn is the direct sum of the four orthogonal subspaces Sa,
Sÿa, S0a and Wa. Notice that the presence of boundary dyads (i.e.
those dyads whose representation requires less than q2 canonical vectors) have
no influence on the considered partitioning of Rn.
It is crucial to observe that for any choice of the vectors x 2Sa, y 2
Sÿa and z 2S0a with kxk2  kyk2  kzk2  1, we find
xTAnax > 0; Anax 2Sa Wa;
yTAnay < 0; Anay 2Sÿa Wa;
Anaz  0:
In fact, take for instance x 2 Sa, by the representation Theorem 4.1 we
have
xTAnax 
X
i2I^n a
a~xixTQnc; c; ix: 17
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Now let us considering a strictly positive continuous function a^ which coincides
with a over Aa \ Gn. From the definition of Sa and In a and from the
relation (17), we can check that
xTAnax  xTAna^x;
where
xTAna^x > 0
since, from Corollary 4.1, we know that the linear operator An  An;m; k is
also normally positive. The other two inequalities follow in a similar manner.
Now, by virtue of the relation Anaz  0 and by virtue of the third relation
displayed in (16), we find that
dimKerAnaP #I^0n a  na0a O1:
At this point, call v1; . . . ; vN , w1; . . . ;wNÿ and s1; . . . ; sN0 the eigenvectors of
Ana respectively related to its positive, negative and null eigenvalues. Call
Za, Zÿa and Z0a the subspaces of Rn spanned by this three sets of
vectors. Here, in short, the symbols N, Nÿ and N 0 denote NAna,
NÿAna and dimKerAna respectively.
In light of their definitions, the following set-theoretic relationships:
Sa \ Zÿa Z0a  f0g;
Sÿa \ Za Z0a  f0g;
Sa S0a \Zÿa  f0g;
Sÿa S0a \Za  f0g
hold true. Moreover, by exploiting the well known inequalities
dimX  dimY ÿ n6 dimX \Y6 minfdimX; dimYg;
we deduce that
0  dimSa \ Zÿa Z0aP #I^n a  nÿ N ÿ n
 #I^n a ÿ N;
0  dimSÿa \ Za Z0aP #I^ÿn a  nÿ Nÿ ÿ n
 #I^ÿn a ÿ Nÿ;
0  dimSa S0a \Zÿa
P nÿ #I^ÿn a  dimWa  Nÿ ÿ n
 Nÿ ÿ #I^ÿn a  dimWa;
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0  dimSÿa S0a \Za
P nÿ #I^n a  dimWa  N ÿ n
 N ÿ #I^n a  dimWa
and finally
#I^n a6N6#I^n a  dimWa;
#I^ÿn a6Nÿ6#I^ÿn a  dimWa;
#I^0n a6 dimKerAna6#I^0n a  dimWa:
By recalling that dimWa  O1 and the relations linking the sizes of the
sets I^n a and In a with  2 f;ÿ; 0g, the claimed thesis directly follows. 
Remark. The assumption [Hp1] of the preceding lemma concerning the finite
number of sign changes of ax can be expressed more explicitly: in fact it is
equivalent to the assumption that the set of the zeros of ax is made up by a finite
collection of isolated zeros and by a finite collection of closed disjoint intervals.
It is worthwhile noticing that the assumption that the continuous function
ax has an infinite number of isolated zeros is a bit pathological, even if we can
provide some examples. Take for instance ax  x  sinxÿ1 whose isolated
zeros are xk  1=kp with k positive integer number.
The following lemma allows one to treat the case of infinite isolated zeros
with a finite number of accumulation points.
Lemma 4.3. With the preceding notations the following relationships:
NAna  naa  on;
NÿAna  naÿa  on;
dimKerAna  na0a  on
hold true when the continuous function ax fulfills the following assumption.
[Hp2] there exists a finite number of points fs1; . . . ; spg such that for any positive
 the function ax has a finite number of sign changes in the new definition set
X  0; 1n [pj1 sj ÿ ; sj  .
Proof. It is enough to repeat the same proof as in Lemma 4.2 by discarding the
indices i so that ~xi belongs to [pj1sj ÿ ; sj  . 
Notice that the assumption [Hp2] is necessary and cannot be violated. In
fact in [42] we exhibit a continuous function a such that a0a is positive but
Ana is positive definite (i.e. dimKerAna  0 for any n).
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We are now ready to prove the first Szego-style theorem concerning the
asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrices
Pna; b  An bAna.
Theorem 4.6. Let a and b be two equivalent functions and let s 2 R so that
aÿ zb fulfills assumption [Hp2] for z 2 f0; sg. Let s;1 be the generic half-line
and let us denote by Fs the characteristic function of s;1. Then, by denoting by
kni the eigenvalues of the matrices fPna; bgn, we find that
lim
n!1
1
n
Xn
i1
Fs k
n
i
 

Z
Ab
Fsa=bdx mfA0bgFs0; 18
where Ab  fx 2 0; 1 : bx > 0g.
Proof. We first point out that the quantity
Pn
i1 Fskni  denotes the number of
eigenvalues of fPna; bgn belonging to s;1, that is Ns;1; a; b; n, in ac-
cordance with Definition 4.4.
Setting gx  0 if bx  0 and ax=bx otherwise, we haveZ
Ab
Fsa=bdx mfA0bgFs0

Z1
0
Fsgdx  mfx 2 0; 1 : gx 2 s;1g:
Now, let us consider the symmetric matrices
Ws  Ana ÿ sAnb
and
Una; b  An b1=2AnaAn b1=2:
Notice that the matrix Una; b has the same spectrum as the precondi-
tioned matrix Pna; b since the matrix Una; b can also be written as
Anb1=2Pna; bAn b1=2 and since the null spaces of Anb and Ana are
identical.
In addition, the matrices Una; b and Ws are formally linked by the fol-
lowing relationship
Ws  Anb1=2Una; b ÿ sIAnb1=2: 19
Considering the unitary matrix U whose first columns are chosen as a basis of
the null space of Anb, we find
Anb1=2  U
0
. .
.
0
0
0 X
2664
3775U H ;
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where X is symmetric and strictly positive definite. Since kerPna; b 
kerAnb we can also write that
Una; b ÿ sI  U
ÿs
. .
.
0
ÿs
0 Hs
2664
3775U H
and, in light of Eq. (19),
Ws  U
0
. .
.
0
0
0 XHsX
2664
3775U H :
So, it follows that Hs and XHsX have the same inertia, by virtue of the Syl-
vester inertia law, owing to the invertibility and the symmetry of X. In other
words we can say that the matrices Ws and Una; b ÿ sI have the same in-
ertia in the subspace orthogonal to Z0b, where Z0b is the null space of
Anb. Therefore, recalling that Pna; b and Una; b have the same spectra, we
we find that
Ns;1; a; b; n  #fi : kiPna; b > sg
 #fi : kiUna; b ÿ sI > 0g
 #fi : kiUna; b  0gFs0  #fi : kiHs > 0g
 dimkerPna; bFs0  #fi : kiXHsX  > 0g:
Now, through Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 and by comparison with the splitting of
Ws, we have
Ns;1; a; b; n  n  mfA0bg OerFs0  #fi : kiXHsX  > 0g
 n  mfA0bg OerFs0  #fi : kiWs > 0g;
where, again in light of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3,
#fi : kiWs > 0g  N0;1; aÿ sb; n
 n  mfx 2 0; 1 : aÿ sb > 0g Oer
 n  mfx 2 Ab : a=b > sg Oer
 n
Z
Ab
Fsa=bdxOer:
Finally we have er  O1 if [Hp1] holds for aÿ sb or er  on if [Hp2] holds
for aÿ sb. These remarks end the proof. 
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Notice that, when aÿ sb has only a finite number of isolated zeros and F, a
and b are Lipschitz continuous, then the quoted result tells us that the error
1
n
Xn
i1
F kni
  ÿ
Z
Ab
F gdx

is bounded by c=n with c absolute constant. Therefore the given statement is
also in the style of the second-order results due to Widom [48] in the Toeplitz
context.
The following are the main Szego-type results.
Theorem 4.7. Let a and b be two equivalent functions so that aÿ sb fulfills
assumption [Hp2] for any s 2 H with H  R and 0 2 H , then the eigenvalues kni
of the matrices fPna; bgn satisfy the ergodic formula (20), i.e., for any contin-
uous function F with bounded support, it ensues
lim
n!1
1
n
Xn
i1
F kni
 

Z
Ab
F a=bdx mfA0bgF 0; 20
where Ab  fx 2 0; 1 : bx > 0g.
Proof. Call S the space of the linear combinations of functions of the form Fs
with s 2 H . Observe that the topological closure with respect to the infinity
norm of the space S contains all the continuous functions with bounded sup-
port. Now the general statement given in (20) is a consequence of Theorem 4.6
and of the linearity with respect to F of both sides of Eq. (20). 
Theorem 4.8. Let a and b be two continuous functions with b taking nonnegative
values and a0b  mfA0bg  0. Then the eigenvalues kni of the matrices
fPna; bgn satisfy the following ergodic relation, i.e., for any continuous function
F with bounded support, it holds
lim
n!1
1
n
Xn
i1
F kni
 

Z
Ab
F a=bdx mfA0bgF 0: 21
Proof. By Proposition 5.2 in [44] (see also Theorem 3.3 in [37]), it follows that
the sequence fAnagn is Locally Toeplitz with regard to the pair a; jpcj2.
Therefore by Theorem 3.6 in [44] (Eq. (43)) we deduce that fAnagn distributes
as ax  jpcyj2 i.e. for any continuous function F with bounded support, it
holds
lim
n!1
1
n
Xn
i1
F kni Ana
 
 1
2p
Z
0;1ÿp;p
F axjpcyj2dxdy:
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Moreover by the assumption and since jpcyj2 is a nonzero polynomial
we have mfx; y 2 0; 1  ÿp; p : bxjpcyj2  0g  0 (i.e. bxjpcyj2 is
‘‘sparsely vanishing’’ [11]).
Finally An is a Linear Positive Operator for any n. Therefore the as-
sumptions of Theorem 2.6 in [35] are fulfilled and the claimed thesis fol-
lows. 
Remark. Theorem 4.7 does not follow from Theorem 4.8 since there exist
equivalent continuous functions a and b with A0b having positive measure so
that one of the assumptions of Theorem 4.8 is violated. Conversely, Theorem
4.8 does not follow from Theorem 4.7. In fact there exist continuous functions
b with a0b  mfA0bg  0 such that the set A0b does not fulfill condition
[Hp2]: take bx  inf y 2K jxÿ yj with K being the classical Cantor set of 0; 1 so
that A0b  K.
As a direct consequence of Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 we find the following.
Corollary 4.2. Let a and b be two continuous functions satisfying the assump-
tions of Theorem 4.7 or of Theorem 4.8. Then the topological closure Z of the set
of the eigenvalues of all the matrices fPna; bgn is contained in c1; c2
Sf0g
and the set Z contains the usual range of the function a=b. Moreover, the
eigenvectors related to the null eigenvalue belong, for any dimension, to the null
space of Ana.
Proof. It is a simple consequence of Theorems 4.7 or 4.8 according to the as-
sumptions. For more details, see the proof of a more general result in [38]. 
When the two functions are not equivalent then the matrices fAnbgn are
not good preconditioners since a ‘‘lot’’ of eigenvalues (not related to null spaces
of fAnagn) of the preconditioned matrices cluster at zero and/or at infinity
and this is at odds with Definition 4.3.
Corollary 4.3. Let a and b be two nonequivalent continuous functions with b
taking nonnegative values. Then the following cases can occur:
· For n large enough, the null space of Pna; b strictly contains the one of Ana.
· 8 > 0, 9c 2 0; 1, 9n 2 N so that at least cn eigenvalues of Pna; b belong
to ÿ;  for n P n. Moreover the related eigenvectors do not belong to the
null space of Ana.
· 8M > 0, 9cM 2 0; 1, 9nM 2 N so that at least cM n eigenvalues of Pna; b be-
long to ÿ1;ÿM  [ M ;1 for n P nM .
Proof. For the sake of notational simplicity, we consider the nonequivalent
case where the function ax is nonnegative, continuous, the set fx 2 0; 1 :
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ax  0g is strictly contained in the set fx 2 0; 1 : bx  0g and there exists
an interval J1  0; 1 so that bx  0 over J1 and ax is strictly positive on J1.
By referring to the notations used in Lemma 4.2, we consider the set I0n;J1b fj : b~xj  0; ~xj 2 J1g  I0n b and the set I^0n;J1b  I^0n b \ I0n;J1b conse-
quently defined. Therefore, since
I^0n;J1b  I0n;J1b; #I^0n;J1b  #I0n;J1b ÿO1;
we deduce that the subspace S0J1b of the vectors of the canonical basis, whose
indices belong to I^0n;J1b, is contained in the null space of An b, while
zTAnaz > 0
with z 2 S0J1b, kzk2  1. Now, in light of Lemma 4.2, the dimension of the
subspace S0J1b is equal to n  mfJ1g O1 and the theorem is proved. 
Therefore, if the equivalence condition does not hold, then the precondi-
tioned matrix is characterized by a linear quantity of very small and/or very big
eigenvalues. This fact, in light of the Axelsson–Linskog analysis [3], leads to a
substantial deterioration of the performances of the related PCG method. 
5. The Toeplitz preconditioner
In the previous section we have proved that optimal preconditioners for the
matrices fAnagn are matrices of the same kind fAnbgn, provided that b is a
function equivalent to a (according to Definition 4.1). The computational in-
terest of such a result crucially depends on the ‘‘cheap solution’’ property of a
generic linear system whose coecient matrix is Anb.
Therefore, in the case of a strictly elliptic problem, i.e. ax strictly positive,
it is evident that a preconditioner as the matrix Dm;k  An1;m; k  An1
(b  1) is a good choice for two reasons:
· fDm;kgn are optimal preconditioners in the Axelsson–Lindskog sense [3],
· Dm;k is a band-Toeplitz matrix, for any size n.
Notice that the optimality of the preconditioner Dm;k is a direct consequence
of Theorem 4.4. Moreover, we appreciate the role of this preconditioner since
the original coecient matrix Ana has a condition number which grows as-
ymptotically at least as n2k (recall Theorem 4.3).
A further improvement of the preconditioner Dm;k is based on the use of the
main diagonal of Ana. More specifically, we define the preconditioner matrix
P as D1=2n aDm;kD1=2n a where Dna is the suitable scaled main diagonal of
Ana.
The exceptional clustering properties of the preconditioned matrices asso-
ciated with P have been analysed in [30] for some very special choices of the
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value m. In [39] a general analysis of the eigenvalue clustering of the matrix set
fPÿ1Anagn is performed. In Section 8, a wide numerical experimentation is
reported confirming the goodness and the eectiveness of this approach.
Finally, we want to consider the case where ax is a nonnegative function
and has zeros. In this case the simple preconditioner Dm;k does not assure the
optimality of the related PCG method. In eect, by using Corollary 4.3, we can
state a negative result: more precisely, for any  > 0, 9n and there exists a
positive constant c for which, for any n P n, at least dcne eigenvalues of
Dÿ1m;kAna belong to 0; . Therefore, we must expect that the performances of
the related PCG methods are strongly spoiled (see all the tables in Section 8
when ax has zeros).
On the other hand, the performances of the PCG method based on the
improved preconditioner P are still good and an in depth theoretical expla-
nation of this phenomenon is presented in [39].
However, Theorem 4.4 also furnishes further indication for dealing with the
case of ax with zeros: supposing that ax has isolated zeros and bx is
chosen so that
0 < c16
a
b
6 c2;
then the matrices fAnbgn are still optimal preconditioners according to the
optimality definition considered by Axelsson and Lindskog [3].
For numerical evidence of the associated PCG method see the last Table 5 in
Section 8, where ax has a complicated expression but is asymptotic to x and
therefore bx  x can be chosen.
However, in this context it is interesting to give numerical evidence of the
spectral results found in Section 4. In Fig. 1 the plot of the eigenvalues of
Ana and Anb with ax  x1 x2= expx and bx  x is reported. No-
tice, for instance, that the plot of the eigenvalues of Anb is not close to a
sampling of the function bx  x. Nevertheless, this is not a surprising result
Fig. 1. Anx1  x2= expx;m; k and Anx;m; k spectra (n  300, m  2, k  2).
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since, in the light of the Tilli analysis [44], we know that the eigenvalues of
fAnbgn distribute as bx  jpcyj2 over the rectangle 0; 1  ÿp; p.
In Fig. 2 the plot of the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix Pna; b 
Aÿ1n bAna is reported. Notice that, in light of the ergodic results and since b
vanishes in a negligible subset of 0; 1, this plot must distribute as a=b.
To give numerical evidence of this, the comparison between these eigen-
values and the values a=bxi on a uniform n-dimension grid fxig of 0; 1 is
reported in Fig. 3 where the absolute error ja=bxi ÿ kiPna; bj is plotted
with respect to the dierent cases of k and m values. These numerical results
perfectly confirm the theoretical expectations of Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 and
Corollary 4.2.
6. Operation counts
As shown in Section 5, in the case of nonnegative functions with isolated
zeros, optimal preconditioners are based on Toeplitz matrices. This statement
Fig. 2. Pna; b  Aÿ1n x;m; kAnx1  x2= expx;m; k spectrum (n  300, m  2, k  2).
Fig. 3. Absolute error jax=bx ÿ kiPna; bj vs x (ax  x1 x2= expx, bx  x, n  300).
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is important since in recent literature it is possible to choose among dierent
very ecient band-Toeplitz solvers whose cost is strongly reduced with respect
to classical band solvers [16]:
· multigrid methods requiring O2qÿ 1n ops and Olog n parallel steps
with O2nq processors [12,13] in the parallel PRAM model of computation,
· a recursive displacement-rank based technique [5] requiring On log2qÿ 1
 2qÿ 1 log22qÿ 1 logn ops and Olog n parallel steps with O2nq
processors,
where n is the matrix dimension and 2qÿ 1 the matrix bandwidth.
So, in order to obtain the total computational cost needed to get the solution
of a system Anau  f using the PCG method, the preceding costs must be
multiplied by the number of the PCG iterations which is constant with respect
to n (see Theorems 4.4 and 4.7) and added to the cost of few matrix-vector
multiplications (recall the PCG algorithm). The final cost is of On log2qÿ 1
ops and Ologn2qÿ 1 parallel steps with O2nq processors in the PRAM
model of computation.
In conclusion, we have reduced the asymptotic cost of these band systems
(which are Locally Toeplitz [44,38]) to the cost of band-Toeplitz systems for
which the recent literature provides very sophisticated algorithms (for the most
ecient see [5]).
Note that both the bandwidth of the matrix Ana  Ana;m; k and the
bandwidth of the Toeplitz preconditioner Dm;k are linear as m, because the
matrices Dm;k and Ana share the same pattern.
In addition, when ax is regular enough, the approximation error given by
the exact solution of the linear system associated with Ana goes to zero as
hqÿk1. Therefore, for increasing q values, a substantial improvement in the
precision error is obtained while the computational cost increases only loga-
rithmically with m [5].
For an evidence of this observation, let us consider the two ‘‘consecutive’’
matrices Ana;m; k and Ana;m 1; k. Then, in order to obtain an approxi-
mation error bounded by a fixed , in the first case we require a dimension
n1  O 1
1=qÿk1
 
and in the second case we require
n2  O 1
1=qÿk3
 
:
Setting k  2, q  3, we find
n1  O 1
1=2
 
; n2  O 1
1=4
 
 O n1p :
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Therefore, in the second case for   10ÿ8 instead of solving a system of order
10 000, we must solve a system of order 100: this dramatic reduction of the
algebraic problem size is obtained at the cost of a small growth of the band-
width of the involved systems.
However, the bandwidth of Ana;m 1; k equals the bandwidth of
Ana;m; k plus 4 and, in the considered example, the cost of each iteration is
strongly reduced since it moves from c 104 log5 to c 102 log9, where c
is a suitable positive constant.
7. Further generalizations
These simple, but rather powerful, results can be strongly generalized with
regard to two main directions.
· When considering a 2 L1, we have to modify the definition of a~xi as a
‘‘mean value’’ in order to deal with this irregular case (compare the sugges-
tions given in [30,38,36]).
· When considering p-dimensional elliptic problems on square regions [36,41],
the only delicate step is the careful use of tensor arguments.
7.1. The case where ax is not regular
When the coecient function a 2 L1 is not a continuous function, due to the
role played by the zero-measure sets, it is senseless to discretize the template
problem (1) by using the evaluations of the function a in some discrete set of
points. Therefore, in order to deal with L1 functions, we have to modify the
definition of a~xi as a ‘‘mean value’’. More precisely, the usual value a~xi is
replaced by
n
Z
Ii
atdt; Ii  ~xiÿ1;~xi: 22
Notice that in the case where ax is continuous the standard and the new
definition of the quantity a~xi do not coincide but are asymptotically equiv-
alent. In particular the following result holds true.
Proposition 7.1. Let ax be a continuous function. Then
a~xi
 ÿ n Z
Ii
atdt
6xanÿ1
with xa being the modulus of continuity of the function ax.
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Notice that the dyadic decomposition Theorem is still valid and if the
function ax is (essentially) nonnegative, owing to the use of the Lebesgue
integral in Eq. (22), the matrix Ana can still be looked at as a Linear
Positive Operator from the linear space of the Lebesgue integrable functions
(with the ‘‘essential’’ ordering) to the linear space of the real symmetric n n
matrices.
Since these two properties are the key ones in the theory discussed in the
previous sections, we can conclude that all the theorems developed in Sections
3 and 4 can be generalized to this case (for a similar extension refer to Section 6
in [36]).
7.2. A multidimensional example
Here we are little interested in a general and detailed analysis of the mul-
tidimensional case due to the related cumbersome notations. Therefore in or-
der to show how the proposed ideas can be extended and used in this context,
we focus our attention on a two dimensional problem (p  2) only. More
precisely, let us consider the weighted Bilaplacian problem
o2
ox2
ax; y o
2
ox2
ux; y
 
 o
2
oy2
ax; y o
2
oy2
ux; y
 
 f x; y
over X  0; 12 with the homogeneous boundary conditions. We discretize
both the operators
o2
oz2
ax; y o
2
oz2
ux; y
 
; z 2 fx; yg;
by using m  2 (q  5) and the maximal precision order FD formula.
This leads to a 9-points formula with respect to the x axis and to the y axis:
the related matrix denoted by Ana;mx;my ; k with mx  my  k  2 is a two
level banded matrix.
The first preconditioner is constructed by using the same formula applied
to the case ax  1. Therefore, the related matrix is a two level Toeplitz
matrix [21,45] denoted by Dmx;my ;k with mx  my  k  2. Additionally, we can
enrich the preconditioning technique by using the information given by the
main diagonal Dna of Ana;mx;my ; k, so defining the preconditioner P 
D1=2n aDmx;my ;kD1=2n a.
For the matrices Ana;mx;my ; k, Dmx;my ;k and Dÿ1mx;my ;kAna;mx;my ; k the fol-
lowing results hold:
· the operator An;mx;my ; k is linear and positive;
· Dmx;my ;k is a two level Toeplitz matrix;
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· the eigenvalues of Dÿ1mx ;my ;kAna;mx;my ; k belong to the interval c1; c2 with
c1  infa and c2  supa.
Therefore we can conclude that all the theorems developed in Sections 3 and
4 can be generalized to this case (for a similar, but more detailed extension, see
[30] in the case k  1, and [41]).
Concerning the computational cost we point out that the displacement
rank technique developed in [5] is no longer ‘‘optimal’’ in the multilevel
Toeplitz case. The same remark also holds for the classical band-solvers [16].
Therefore, in the multilevel case the only known optimal iterative solvers are
those based on the multigrid methods [13,43] or on mixed methods
(PCG + multigrid) [29]: with the latter multigrid-type choices, the computa-
tional cost is linear as the size of the linear system and linear as the band-
widths of the coecient matrix.
8. Numerical experiments
In this section we present numerical results obtained in the solution of the
linear system Ana;m; ku  f with respect to dierent choices of the coecient
Table 1
Number of PCG steps in the case of Ana;m; k with k  1; m  1 and n  300
ax Dna D1;1 P
1 x 300 11 3
300 11 3
expx 300 14 3
300 14 4
x 300 107 7
300 106 7
x2 300 433 4
300 433 4
xÿ 0:52 150 212 4
150 430 7
jxÿ 0:5j  0:5 150 11 4
300 11 4
jxÿ 0:5j 150 70 8
150 102 11
1 xp if x P 0 300 11 4
1 if x < 0 300 11 4
sin27x  1 300 12 8
300 12 8
expx if x6 2=3 300 11 5
2ÿ x if x > 2=3 300 11 6
x1 x2= expx 300 93 7
300 92 7
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function ax, ranging from the ‘‘easy’’ case given by k  1 and a strictly
positive coecient ax  ex to the ‘‘dicult’’ one given by k  2 and non-
negative coecient functions with zeros and/or discontinuity in the function
and/or in their derivatives. Note that in the last case, this choice of the func-
tional coecient greatly increases the ill-conditioning of the resulting sequence
of matrices fAna;m; kgn.
We do not make explicit comparison to circulant preconditioners [7,18,22]
because, as shown in [14,15], s and band-Toeplitz based preconditioners per-
form much better than circulant ones in the case of Dirichlet boundary value
problems. It is also true that circulant preconditioners are very eective in the
case of y-periodic linear elliptic problems [22] with strictly positive smooth
coecient functions.
This complementary behaviour of the two techniques is not surprising: in
fact, while the discretized y-periodic linear elliptic problems have a ‘‘circulant
pattern’’, the discretized Dirichlet BVPs show a symmetric pattern which is
naturally closer to the s and symmetric Toeplitz structure.
We performed our tests at dierent grid sizes and we noticed no significant
change since, as proved in the previous sections, our PCG method shows a
Table 2
Number of PCG steps in the case of Ana;m; k with k  1; m  2 and n  300
ax Dna D2;1 P
1 x 323 11 3
325 11 3
expx 323 14 3
324 14 4
x 326 107 7
326 107 7
x2 327 434 4
326 433 4
xÿ 0:52 158 213 6
267 431 7
jxÿ 0:5j  0:5 158 11 4
324 11 4
jxÿ 0:5j 158 70 8
324 102 11
1 xp if x P 0 343 12 4
1 if x < 0 345 11 4
sin27x  1 323 12 8
325 12 8
expx if x6 2=3 343 11 5
2ÿ x if x > 2=3 345 11 5
x1 x2= expx 326 93 7
326 93 7
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convergence rate which is independent of the dimension n of the involved
systems. Therefore, we only report the numerical results obtained in the case
n  300.
As usual the errors have been measured according to the relative Euclidean
norm of the residuals. More precisely, we say that the error at the sth step is
less than e if the relationship krsk2=kr0k2 < e holds, rs being the residual of the
PCG method at the sth step.
The considered preconditioners are: the diagonal matrix Dna given by the
suitable scaled main diagonal of A  Ana;m; k, the band-Toeplitz matrix
Dm;k  An1;m; k  An1 and the improved Toeplitz based preconditioner
P  D1=2n aDm;kD1=2n a.
We make comparison with the basic preconditioners Dna and Dm;k show-
ing that only the combination of the two matrices leads to ‘‘more than linear’’
PCG methods (see also [30,39]).
On the other hand, when ax is strictly positive, even if irregular or highly
oscillating, we observe that the matrix Dm;k performs like an optimal precon-
ditioner.
All these theoretical expectations have strong confirmation in Tables 1–4
where the number of PCG steps to reach the solution within a preassigned
Table 3
Number of PCG steps in the case of Ana;m; k with k  1; m  3 and n  300
ax Dna D3;1 P
1 x 343 11 3
345 11 3
expx 343 15 3
345 15 4
x 346 107 7
346 107 7
x2 347 434 4
346 433 4
xÿ 0:52 167 213 6
264 431 7
jxÿ 0:5j  0:5 167 11 4
344 11 4
jxÿ 0:5j 167 70 8
344 102 11
1 xp if x P 0 343 12 4
1 if x < 0 345 11 4
sin27x  1 343 12 8
345 12 8
expx if x6 2=3 343 11 6
2ÿ x if x > 2=3 345 11 6
x1 x2= expx 346 93 7
346 93 7
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accuracy e  10ÿ7 is reported both in the case fi  1 for every i  1; . . . ; n and
f vector of random numbers uniformly distributed on 0; 1.
The same tests are reported in Table 5 with respect to the case of Pna; b 
Aÿ1n b;m; kAna;m; k where ax  x1 x2= expx and bx  x. Lastly,
Table 6 is devoted to the multidimensional example of the weighted bilaplacian
problem reported in Section 7.2.
Table 5
Number of PCG steps in the case of preconditioning of Ana;m; k; ax  x1 x2= expx
with Anb;m; k; bx  x (n  300)
m; k Anx;m; k
1,1 8
7
2,1 8
7
3,1 8
7
2,2 9
9
Table 4
Number of PCG steps in the case of Ana;m; k with k  2; m  2 and n  300
ax Dna D2;2 P
1 x ÿ 13 4
ÿ 13 4
expx ÿ 17 4
ÿ 17 4
x ÿ 124 11
ÿ 124 11
x2 ÿ 468 11
ÿ 467 11
xÿ 0:52 ÿ 227 21
ÿ 448 27
jxÿ 0:5j  0:5 ÿ 14 7
ÿ 14 8
jxÿ 0:5j ÿ 82 23
ÿ 109 27
1 xp if x P 0 ÿ 14 6
1 if x < 0 ÿ 14 6
sin27x  1 ÿ 14 13
ÿ 14 13
expx if x6 2=3 ÿ 14 15
2ÿ x if x > 2=3 ÿ 14 15
x1 x2= expx ÿ 108 11
ÿ 108 11
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9. Concluding remarks
A general spectral and structural analysis concerning FD matrices and a
class of preconditioned matrices has been performed. Beside the theoretical
interest, the discussed results are a useful guide in order to define optimal
preconditioners with respect to the considered class of elliptic problems.
Moreover, we want to stress the role played by algebraic arguments (the
dyadic decomposition) and by LPOs in order to find spectral ergodic results of
Szego and Widom type.
To conclude, we notice that the connection among dierent topics resulted
successful in order to solve spectral and computational problems in structured
linear algebra.
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